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Abstract

As multiprocessors scale to unprecedented numbers of
cores in order to sustain performance growth, it is vi-
tal that these gains are not nullified by high energy con-
sumption from inter-core communication. With recent ad-
vances in 3D Integration CMOS technology, the possibil-
ity for realizing hybrid photonic-electronic networks-on-
chip warrants investigating real application traces on func-
tionally comparable photonic and electronic network de-
signs. Our work is the first attempt at such a compari-
son using both synthetic benchmarks as well as real ap-
plications, run through detailed cycle accurate models im-
plemented under the OMNeT++ discrete event simulation
environment. Results show that when utilizing standard
process-to-processor mapping methods, this hybrid network
can achieve 75× improvement in energy efficiency for syn-
thetic benchmarks and up to 37× improvement for real sci-
entific applications, defined as network performance per
energy spent, over an electronic mesh for large messages
across a variety of communication patterns.

1 Introduction

The microprocessor industry is set to double the number
of cores per chip every 18 months – leading to chips con-
taining hundreds of processor cores in the next few years.
This path has been set by a number of conspiring forces,
including complexity of logic design and verification, lim-
its to instruction level parallelism and – most importantly –
constraints on power dissipation. In this brave new world
of ubiquitous chip multiprocessing (CMP), the on-chip in-
terconnect will be a critical component to achieving good
parallel performance. Unfortunately, a poorly designed net-
work could easily consume significant power, thereby nul-
lifying the advantages of chip multiprocessing.

Consequently, we must find communication architec-

tures that can somehow maintain performance growth un-
der a fixed power budget. Current processor-manufacturing
roadmaps point to simple mesh or torus networks-on-chip
(NoC) via electrical routers as the medium-term solution;
however, previous work [1] has shown that such architec-
tures may not be best-suited for balancing performance and
energy usage. In this paper, we investigate a promising al-
ternative to electrical NoCs, namely architectures that ex-
ploit optics for some or all inter-processor communications.

According to the International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors [10], three-dimensional chip stacking for
three-dimensional integration (3DI) is a key focus area for
improving latency and power dissipation, as well as for pro-
viding functionally diverse chip assemblies. Recent ad-
vances in 3DI CMOS technology [3] have paved the way
for the integration of silicon-based nanophotonic devices
with conventional CMOS electronics, with the premise of
realizing hybrid photonic/electronic NoCs. High density
through-silicon-vias (TSVs), the critical enabling technol-
ogy for 3DI, electrically connect wafer layers. One of the
fundamental assumptions of this work is that 3D integrated
chips will play an important role as the interconnect plane
for future chip multiprocessors, whether the NoC is electri-
cal or photonic, and that the TSVs have a minimal impact
on the power dissipation for these chip implementations.

To evaluate the tradeoffs between the electrical and pho-
tonic network designs, we conduct extensive cycle-accurate
simulations using custom software within the OMNeT++
framework [19]. This work differs from previous efforts
through the use of a comprehensive event-driven simulation
allowing us to model the low-level electronic and photonic
details of the evaluated interconnect configurations. The
modeling detail enables us to analyze the energy, latency,
and physical performance of the devices. In addition to
standard synthetic traffic models, our study utilizes traces
of real parallel scientific applications to determine the po-
tential benefits of the hybrid network for Single Program
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Multiple Data (SPMD) style algorithms.
The simulation environment is used to analyze intercon-

nection networks of various types and configurations for
performance and energy consumption. Reported metrics in-
clude the execution time of the benchmark/application, the
total energy consumed therein, and the energy efficiency, a
metric which emphasizes the network performance gained
with each unit of energy spent. We simulate the perfor-
mance of electronic mesh and torus topologies along with
the photonic NoC studied in [15], known as a blocking torus
(which we refer to as a photonic torus). In this photonic
NoC, a photonic network and an electronic control network
coordinate to provide the system with high bandwidth com-
munications. The simulations show that the photonic inter-
connects studied here offer excellent power-efficiency for
large messages, but are less advantageous for carrying small
messages. We present a detailed set of results that show
how different application characteristics can affect the over-
all performance of the network in ways that are not readily
apparent in higher level analysis.

2 Related Work

Prior related works have made significant gains in
the area of on-chip optical interconnects. Petracca
et al.investigated Cooley-Tukey FFT traffic patterns on dif-
ferent photonic topologies in [15]. The photonic NoC is
described as an electronic control network augmented with
a photonic network made up of silicon waveguides and pho-
tonic switching elements (PSEs). Each PSE, shown in Fig-
ure 1, is composed of silicon micro-ring resonators that
deflect light when polarized. These building blocks are
extended to create a broadband circuit-switched 2D torus
topology for on-chip communication.

Novel wavelength-routed architectures have also been
proposed both for inter-core communications [18] and for
off-chip communications [2]. These networks take advan-
tage of wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) to ded-
icate wavelengths to destinations in the network. Lower
level modeling was performed in [5, 14], which is a good
step towards achieving a comprehensive analysis of an ar-
chitecture, but it has yet to be seen how these networks com-
pare to other competing systems under real workloads.

For electronic CMPs, Dally et al. [1] compared several
possible NoC topologies using detailed timing, area, and
energy models for the network components. Of the explored
networks, the best in terms of energy and communication
time was a Concentrated Mesh, a type of mesh topology
that uses larger-radix routers to cluster four processors at
each mesh node and contains express channels around the
perimeter of the network.

Other work proposing a hybrid interconnection network
for multiple processor systems [11] characterized the inter-

(a) Off state (b) On state (c) 4 × 4
switch

Figure 1. Photonic Switching Element. (a) Message
propagate straight through. (b) Light is coupled into
the perpendicular path. (c) A combination of eight ring
resonators allows the construction of a 4×4 nonblocking
optical switch.

chip communication requirements for full scientific applica-
tions using similar measurement tools. The study found that
fully connected network topologies are overprovisioned for
most applications and their size grows exponentially with
system concurrency. However, mapping application com-
munication topologies onto simpler interconnect topologies
such as meshes or tori leads to difficult topology mapping
and resource scheduling problems. A hybrid approach that
employs optical circuit switches to reconfigure the intercon-
nect topology to match application requirements can retain
the advantages of a fully connected network using far fewer
components. No timing models were used in this study
whose focus was on the mapping of the inter-chip commu-
nication topologies rather than performance.

3 Studied Network Architectures

This section describes the NoC architectures we examine
which includes various networks for both conventional elec-
tronic networks and hybrid photonic-electronic networks.

3DI utilizing Thru-Silicon-Vias (TSVs) showcases in-
herently short interconnect paths with reduced resistance
and capacitance, as well as lower power consumption.
These characteristics enable the TSV’s to enable the switch-
ing plane to be integrated on a separate plane of stacked sil-
icon with very low power dissipation for the vias that con-
nect between the planes. For the 32 nm technology node,
the TSV is expected to scale to a 1.4 µm contact pitch, 0.7
µm diameter, almost 5 × 107 cm−2 maximum density, and
15 µm maximum layer thickness [10]. By stacking mem-
ory and interconnect resources on dedicated CMOS layers
above the processors, it is possible to integrate larger mem-
ories and faster interconnects with future CMPs [17]. Sili-
con nanophotonic technology may alleviate the limitations
of conventional electronic networks by using optics to de-
liver much higher bandwidth within the same power budget,
however it has several inherent limitations, such as the in-
ability to perform buffering and processing in the optical
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(a) Mesh (b) Concentrated
Mesh

(c) Concentrated
Torus

Figure 2. Mesh, concentrated mesh, and concentrated
torus topology. The concentrated topologies require a
larger-radix switch, but reduce the average hop count.

domain, which need to be circumvented in order to take the
full advantage of this new technology.

Electrical NoC Architecture. In general, our system de-
sign requirement was for a 64-processor CMP, with proces-
sors arranged in a 2D planar fashion. Although we do not
simulate the processors themselves, we assume simple in-
order cores with local store memories. The individual core
size is 1.5mm × 2.0mm; the cores are located on the low-
est layer of the 3DI CMOS die. Above the bottom layer are
multiple layers devoted to the local store, allowing our cores
sufficient capacity to feed computational units. Lastly, the
top layer is where the global NoC is found. This consists
of the electronic routers, and for the systems that include a
photonic NoC, silicon nanophotonic components.

For our electrical network, we model the topologies
shown in Figure 2. The mesh topology is the baseline for
our comparisons against all of the other studied networks.
In comparison to more exotic electronic networks, the mesh
is simple to implement due to its use of relatively low radix
switches in a regular 2D planar layout.

We also incorporate the concept of concentrating pro-
cessing cores at a network node, originally explored in [1].
For example, a full mesh would include an access point for
each node, creating an 8 × 8 mesh. By concentrating a set
of four nodes together, the size of the mesh can be reduced
to 4 × 4 thereby reducing the average hop count each mes-
sage must incur but increasing the radix of each router to
accommodate the four node connections. We explore the
use of a concentrated mesh and concentrated torus, shown
in Figure 2 (b) and (c). Note that unlike the concentrated
networks in [1], the topologies we explore do not contain
express channels between non-adjacent switches.

Photonic NoC Architectures. The photonic NoC is com-
posed of two layers on the top plane of the 3DI structure, a
photonic layer and an electronic control layer. The photonic
layer provides a high bandwidth network for transmitting
data and is constructed using silicon nanophotonic ring res-
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Figure 3. The photonic torus topology, studied in [15].
Switch blocks are abbreviated: X - 4× 4 nonblocking, I
- injection, E - ejection, G - gateway. Zoomed in view of
the dotted box is shown in Figure 4.

onator structures that can be switched to control the prop-
agation of optical signals (Figure 1). The electronic con-
trol layer is a secondary network used to transmit and act
on control packets for the purpose of setting up and break-
ing down photonic links on the photonic layer. The control
layer can also be provisioned as a low bandwidth network
for transmitting small amounts of data.

Switching functionality on the photonic layer is derived
from the use of ring resonator structures that act as PSEs,
as in [15]. In Figure 1(a), the PSE is shown in the off-
resonance state where messages propagate straight through
the switch. Figure 1(b) shows the on-resonance state of the
PSE, which bends the optical pathway implementing a turn.
A control system is fabricated along with the switch to en-
able active switching of the device. The PSE models are
implemented with the on-resonance state dormant, where
no electrical current is applied, while the off-resonance state
draws current to change the behavior of the device. By com-
bining several PSEs together, functional network compo-
nents such as the 4 × 4 nonblocking switch shown in Fig-
ure 1(c) can be created.

As described in [15], the main network structure of the
topology is a folded torus shown as black lines in Figure 3.
Included on the same topology is an additional set of wave-
guides and switches, shown as red lines, that are used to in-
ject and eject optical messages into and from the network.
Typically, this network provides a single access point for
each processing node; however, we also include variations
of this network with concentrated nodes, as previously de-
scribed.

The transmission of data on the photonic network is en-
abled through the use of circuit switching, which requires
the provisioning of an optical path before any data can be
injected. The path-setup phase begins by sending a elec-
tronic setup control packet in the control layer, which trav-
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Gateway

Injection

Figure 4. View of a single node in the photonic torus.
The node(s) are connected to the gateway (GW) and the
boxed areas represent switches used to control optical
paths through the network.

els through the network, establishing an optical path by
configuring the appropriate PSEs. Once the setup packet
reaches the destination node, the complete optical path has
been allocated and an electronic acknowledgment is re-
turned — allowing the source to begin data transmission
upon receipt. The breakdown phase occurs upon complete
transmission of data, where a breakdown control packet is
sent along the network to release the optical path.

Figure 4 shows a detail view of the required photonic
components needed to transmit and receive messages on the
photonic NoC. The processing node (or nodes, for the con-
centrated configuration) injects messages electrically to the
gateway, marked GW. Upon receiving an acknowledgement
packet for a setup request, the gateway begins transmitting
the message optically. The message first propagates through
a gateway switch, which handles the routing of messages
going to and from the gateway. Next, the message is di-
rected towards the injection switch where it is switched into
the torus network. The message then propagates through the
torus (using dimension-ordered routing) until it reaches the
correct turning point where it turns at a 4×4 nonblocking
switch. Once at the destination, the message exits the net-
work via the ejection switch, and is directed to the gateway
by the gateway switch where it is converted to an electronic
signal and forwarded to the proper node.

Selective Transmission. Networks that transmit data ex-
clusively on a photonic network ideally should favor large
message sizes so that the path-setup overhead is sufficiently
amortized over the transmission time of the entire message.
Applications that send many small messages are subject to
the full penalty of the path-setup overhead and will see sub-
stantially lower performance. In this study, we also include
a selective transmission configuration of the photonic NoC
that leverages the use of the electronic network as a low
bandwidth data transmission medium. This configuration

filters the packets using a size threshold, and transmits the
data along the network that is most appropriate. A prelimi-
nary study using random traffic indicates a cross-over point
of 256 bytes where transmitting smaller packets over the
electronic control layer results in better performance and
energy efficiency than using the photonic network alone.

4 Studied Benchmarks

Our work extends related work by utilizing two sets
of benchmarks: both standard synthetic traffic patterns
and scientific application traces. Whereas the synthetic
benchmarks help to identify the kinds of traffic best suited
for each architecture, the application-based communication
traces put real scientific workloads on the networks and test
different mapping parameters. Figure 5 shows the spy plots
of the eight benchmarks in this study. These plots illustrate
the communication volume between each set of processors:
a white square at the coordinate (pi, pj) in the plot repre-
sents no communication, while darker shades of gray rep-
resent increasing volumes of communication between two
given processors. Details of the different benchmarks are
given in Table 1.

Synthetic Benchmarks. We compare our NoC testbeds
using four standard synthetic benchmarks from the litera-
ture [9], shown in the top of Figure 5. For each synthetic
messaging pattern, two instances of the test are run: one
with small messages and another with larger messages. Be-
cause of the restrictions of the hybrid interconnect studied,
message transmissions are modeled as follows: each pro-
cessor sends its messages as fast as possible, but block until
receiving an acknowledgment from the destination proces-
sor before sending the next message.

In the Random test, each processor sends several mes-
sages to destinations chosen uniformly at random, inde-
pendently from the previous destinations. Neighbor is a
standard test in where each processor sends messages to
its neighboring processors in the physical two-dimensional
topology of the NoC. The last two synthetic messaging pat-
terns are designed to stress two-dimensional NoC topolo-
gies: the communication of the Bitreverse pattern requires
each processor to send a message to its corresponding bi-
treversed address, involving traversals to far regions of the
network. Lastly, Tornado is a pattern designed to stress 2D
meshes by having each processor communicate to its neigh-
bor’s neighbors; the idea is to “shift” the communication of
the Neighbor pattern in an adversarial way.

Each of the synthetic benchmark traces are generated
from their descriptions in the literature using Python scripts.

Application-Based Benchmarks. A novel contribution
of this research is the use of actual application communica-
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(a) Random (b) Neighbor (c) Bitreverse (d) Tornado
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Figure 5. Spyplots for the synthetic traces (top) and studied applications (bottom).

tion information for the simulation of network performance.
We developed a custom-designed profiling interface, used
along with Linux’s library preloading feature to overload
the communication functions, thus keeping track of all func-
tion calls in an efficient, fixed-size array. At the end of ap-
plication execution, we output our trace data to a separate
file for each process, and the files are later combined. In
order to accurately approximate communication behavior
without including computation time, the trace tools order
the communication into “phases” that are composed of sets
of communications that must complete before further com-
munication; essentially, we use the point-to-point synchro-
nizations inherent in message passing to build an ordering
of the communication.

We profile and study four different SPMD-style scientific
applications, with traces obtained using a custom frame-
work to measure interprocessor communication. The par-
allelization style of these applications is an ideal starting
point for our study, because of their easily understandable
synchronous communication model and their wide use in
the scientific programming community.

The first evaluated application is Cactus [6], an astro-
physics computational toolkit designed to solve coupled
nonlinear hyperbolic and elliptic equations that arise from
Einstein’s Theory of General Relativity. Consisting of thou-
sands of terms when fully expanded, these partial differen-
tial equations (PDEs) are solved using finite differences on
a block domain-decomposed regular grid distributed over
the processors. The Cactus communication characteristics
reflect the requirements of a broad variety of PDE solvers
on non-adaptive block-structured grids.

The Gyrokinetic Toroidal Code (GTC) is a 3D particle-
in-cell (PIC) application developed to study turbulent trans-
port in magnetic confinement fusion [13]. GTC solves the

non-linear gyrophase-averaged Vlasov-Poisson equations
in a geometry characteristic of toroidal fusion devices. By
using the particle-in- cell method, the non-linear PDE de-
scribing particle motion becomes a simple set of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) that can be solved in the La-
grangian coordinates. GTC’s Poisson solver is localized to
individual processors, allowing the communication traces
to only reflect the needs of the PIC core.

The PARAllel Total Energy Code [7] (PARATEC) is a
materials science application that is widely used to study
properties such as strength, cohesion, growth, and transport
for materials like nanostructures, complex surfaces, and
doped semiconductors using the Density Functional Theory
(DFT) method. In solving the Kohn-Sham equations using
a plane wave basis, part of the calculation is carried out in
real space and the remainder in Fourier space using special-
ized parallel 3D FFTs. The all-to-all communication used
to implement the 3D data transpose for the FFT is the most
demanding portion of PARATEC’s communication charac-
teristics.

Finally, we examine MADbench [4], a benchmark based
on the MADspec cosmology code. MADspec calculates the
maximum likelihood angular power spectrum of the cos-
mic microwave background (CMB). MADbench tests the
overall performance of the subsystems of real parallel archi-
tectures by retaining the communication and computational
complexity of MADspec and integrating a dataset generator
that ensures realistic input data. Much of the computational
load of this application is due to its use of dense linear al-
gebra, which is reflective of the requirements of a broader
array of dense linear algebra codes in scientific workloads.

Together, these four applications represent a broad sub-
set of scientific codes with particular communication re-
quirements both in terms of communication topology and
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volume of communication. For example, the nearest-
neighbor Cactus communication represents components
from a number of applications characterized by stencil-type
behavior. Thus, the results of our study are applicable to a
broad range of numerical computations.

5 Simulation Methodology

We have developed a comprehensive simulation frame-
work capable of capturing key low-level physical details of
both optical and electronic components, while maintaining
cycle-accurate functional modeling using event-driven exe-
cution to achieve low-overhead simulation. The core frame-
work is implemented in the OMNeT++ environment [19],
which consists of around 25k lines of code, many of which
are dedicated to specifying the detailed layout of photonic
devices. Though OMNeT++ enables a modular construc-
tion and hierarchical instantiation of components, subtle
differences in spatial positioning and orientation require
some manual configuration of each network.

The electronic NoC, which is studied as a network for
comparison, is functionally modeled cycle-accurately at 5
GHz. Electronic components, which pertain to both the
electronic NoC and the electronic control plane of the pho-
tonic networks, are discussed below, followed by the pho-
tonic devices.

Processing Cores. Trace files captured from evaluated
benchmarks (Section 4) are read into a processing core
model that injects messages into the network. Messages are
injected as quickly as possible for each messaging phase,
once the core is finished with previous communication.
This simulates the bulk-synchronous style of communica-
tion employed by the studied applications. Likewise, the
destination processors take flits out of the network as soon
as they arrive, under the assumption that the processor is

Table 1. Benchmark Statistics
Num Num Total Avg Msg

Benchmark Phases Messages Size (B) Size (B)

Random-Small 1 6400 614400 96
Random-Large 1 6400 819200000 128000
Neighbor-Small 1 6400 614400 96
Neighbor-Large 1 6400 819200000 128000
Bitreverse-Small 1 6400 614400 96
Bitreverse-Large 1 6400 819200000 128000
Tornado-Small 1 6400 614400 96
Tornado-Large 1 6400 819200000 128000

Cactus 2 285 7296000 25600
GTC 2 63 8177148 129796

MADbench 195 15414 86516544 5613
PARATEC 34 126059 5457332 43.3

not busy performing other computation or communication.
This methodology is used to stress the network, illustrating
the effects of having many messages in-flight. The trace
files keep track of individual messaging phases in the ap-
plication. Explicit small synchronization messages are sent
to and from a master core, which enforces barriers between
application phases.

In addition, communication elements are randomly as-
signed to cores in the network for the application data, to
decrease the likelihood of a trace producing especially poor
results by exploiting a single aspect of the network — a
common artifact in real scientific computing. Each simu-
lation is run fifty times with different mappings for each
trace and topology, and the min, max, and average are sub-
sequently collected. This randomization is not performed
for the synthetic traces because they are intended to stress
specific aspects of the physical NoC layout.

Routers. The router model implements XY dimension or-
dered routing with bubble flow control [16] for deadlock
prevention and to avoid overrunning downstream buffers.
Additionally, the routers are fully pipelined with four vir-
tual channels and can issue two grant requests in a sin-
gle cycle. For power dissipation modeling, the ORION
electronic router model [21] is integrated into the simula-
tor, which provides detailed technology-specific modeling
of router components such as buffers, crossbars, and ar-
biters. The technology point is specified as 32 nm. Buffer
sizes, shown in Table 2, are determined through prelimi-
nary experiments that identify optimal power-performance
tradeoffs for each implementation to enable a fair compari-
son between electronic and photonic networks. In general,
purely electronic networks have larger buffers and channel
widths to increase their performance. This involves an im-
portant tradeoff with power consumption, making it nec-
essary to gauge efficiency and not merely performance or
power, which will be discussed further in the analysis of
the results obtained. The concentrated networks also have
larger buffers, presuming that this is appropriate given the
smaller network size. Finally, the photonic networks using
the Selective message filter have larger buffers to accom-
modate the electronic traffic that is allowed to travel on the
interconnect.

Wires. Our detailed wire model is based on data collected
for various wire lengths with different numbers of repeaters,
running at 5 GHz with double pumping. This allows us to
optimally buffer wires for power dissipation. Functionally,
this equates to 10 Gbps per wire with a latency of the opti-
mal number of repeaters, and energy consumption is around
50 fJ/bit/mm. Individual wire lengths are calculated using
core size, router area (calculated by ORION), number of
routers, and topology.
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Photonic Devices. Modeling of optical components is
built on a detailed physical layer library that we and others
have validated through the physical measurement of fabri-
cated devices. The modeled components are primarily fab-
ricated in silicon at the nano-scale, and include modula-
tors, photodetectors, waveguides (straight, bending, cross-
ing), filters, and PSEs consisting of ring resonators. These
devices are characterized by attributes such as insertion
loss, extinction ratio, delay, and power dissipation. Table 3
shows the optical parameters used [12,20], excluding inser-
tion loss and extinction ratio for brevity. Devices are sized
appropriately and laid out into a network topology, which is
controlled by the underlying electronic network.

A key parameter for the photonic devices, which greatly
affects network performance, is the number of allowable
wavelengths. This number is ultimately constrained by net-
work size, since larger networks will exhibit a greater net-
work level insertion loss [8]. The upper limit on available
source power is the non-linear threshold of the ring res-
onators, while the lower limit in received power is dictated
by the sensitivity of the photodetectors. An important ad-
vantage of our detailed simulator is the ability to perform
this physical layer analysis, as shown in Figure 6, which
determines the number of wavelengths available at different
power budgets for a 64-core photonic torus. We found that
46 wavelengths can be used for the normal 8×8, and 189
for the 4×4 concentrated network for an optical power bud-
get of 30 dB. We limit the max number of wavelengths to
128, considering space limitations on laser delivery to the
modulators.

∗Dynamic energy dissipation calculation based on carrier density, as-
suming 50-µm micro-ring diameter, 320-nm× 250-nm micro-ring waveg-
uide cross-section, 75% waveguide volume exposure, 1-V forward bias.
†Based on switching energy, including photon lifetime for re-injection.
‡Same as ∗, for a 3µm ring modulator.
§Based on experimental measurements in [22]. Calculated for half a

10GHz clock cycle, with 50% probability of a 1-bit.
¶Conservative approximation assuming femto-farad class receiverless

SiGe detector with C < 1fF .

Table 2. Electronic Router Parameters
Topology Channel

Width
Buffer
Size (b)

Electronic Mesh 128 1024
Electronic Concentrated Mesh 128 2048
Electronic Concentrated Torus 128 2048
Photonic Torus 32 512
Selective Photonic Torus 64 1024
Photonic Concentrated Torus 32 1024
Selective Photonic Concen-
trated Torus

64 2048

Table 3. Optical Device Parameters
Sim Parameter Value

Data rate (per wavelength) 10 Gb/sec
PSE dynamic energy 375 fJ∗

PSE static (OFF) energy 400 uJ/sec†

Modulation switching energy 25 fJ/bit‡

Modulation static energy (ON) 30 µW§

Detector energy 50 fJ/bit¶

Wavelengths (8×8 network) 46
Wavelengths (4×4 conc. network) 128

6 Results

We now evaluate the performance characteristics of the
selected NoC implementations using the synthetic and ap-
plication traces. The synthetic benchmarks provide a high-
level picture of the interconnect’s responsiveness to differ-
ent commonly-observed communication patterns, while the
application traces give insight to performance under realis-
tic scientific loads.

The reported metrics are as follows: (1) performance is
analyzed via the execution time of the benchmark or appli-
cation, (2) energy cost by the total energy spent in execu-
tion, and (3) energy efficiency by the performance gained
from each unit energy. Note that while typical network
comparisons use message latency as a performance met-
ric, such analysis would underscore the true performance
of the system by only examining the transmission speed of
single streams of data. Because the execution times and
energies of the benchmarks varies broadly, we normalize
the results to the electronic mesh performance. We choose
an electronic mesh as the baseline because it represents the
most straightforward engineering approach to interconnect-
ing cores for emerging manycore processor designs.

Recall that the scientific application experiments are
conducted using fifty random process placements to de-
velop a statistical view of the networks responsiveness to
varying communication mappings (see Section 5). Appli-
cation results are therefore shown using the average perfor-
mance, with error bars indicating min and max behavior.

Network Speedup. Figure 7 presents the application ex-
ecution time speedup achieved by the examined NoC ar-
chitectures relative to the execution time of the baseline
electronic mesh. Values start at one, which indicates even
performance with the baseline. For the synthetic tests with
small messages, which are shown in Figure 7 (a), the pho-
tonic networks without selective transmission do not show
improved performance, because the setup messages result
in increased latency that is not sufficiently amortized by
the high bandwidth end-to-end transmission of the photonic
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Figure 7. Network speedup relative to the electronic mesh.
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Figure 8. Energy savings relative to electronic mesh. MADbench and PARATEC shown in inset for clarity in (c).
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Figure 6. Insertion loss analysis of Photonic Torus
topology.

network. We see that selective transmission shows improve-
ment, but does not gain in speedup over the electronic mesh
due to the increased number of routers in the hybrid net-
work used for injection and ejection (see Figure 3). The
synthetic tests with large messages, which are displayed in
Figure 7 (b), show a significant improvement for the hy-
brid photonic networks, compared to what is observed for
the experiments conducted on small messages. This illus-

trates the benefit of amortizing the setup overhead for purely
circuit-switched photonic networks. Additionally, it is in-
teresting to note the improvement for the Bitreverse bench-
mark, which exhibits significantly longer communication
patterns, in that circuit-switching directly improves the per-
formance by mitigating contention on a one-time basis. Re-
call that the effective bandwidth of the photonic network
only matches that of the electronic ones when the photonic
network is concentrated (128λ×10Gbps vs. 128 channel
width× 5GHz double pumped), which is why they perform
significantly better than their full-network counterparts.

Figure 7 (c) shows the relative speedup of the real appli-
cation traces. The concentrated photonic networks clearly
outperform the other interconnect configurations for both
Cactus and GTC, similar to the synthetic large-message
traces. The photonic networks do not perform as well
for the MADBench and PARATEC applications primar-
ily because those benchmarks exhibit all-to-one and broad-
cast communication patterns, which are expected to behave
poorly in circuit-switched networks. For these types of
applications, wavelength-routed inter-core networks would
likely be more appropriate, and future work investigating
the use of both circuit-switched and wavelength-routed pho-
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Figure 9. Energy efficiency (network performance per unit energy) relative to the electronic mesh. MADbench and
PARATEC shown in inset for clarity in (c).

tonics is under way. In addition, these two benchmarks use
significantly smaller message sizes (see Table 1). The se-
lective networks narrow the performance difference some-
what, but still do not achieve the nominal performance of
the electronic mesh network, similar to the synthetic traces
using small messages.

Energy Consumption. Figure 8 presents the results of
the metric of total energy consumption; the plot shows the
inverse of consumption (i.e. the energy savings), again rela-
tive to the electronic mesh baseline. The photonic networks
are clear winners for most experiments — particularly the
large-message synthetics as well as Cactus and GTC appli-
cations — showing over 10× improvement due to the de-
coupling of distance, bandwidth, and power during optical
transmission. Since the circuit-switched photonic network
does not consume power per-hop, the energy usage is much
lower than the packet-switched electrical networks, which
require energy consumption in order to make routing deci-
sions at each hop. This point is particularly illustrated again
in the Bitreverse benchmark. Because photonics is com-
pletely decoupled from distance travelled with repect to en-
ergy spent during transmission, it will benefit more when
communication pairs are further apart.

Performance for Energy Spent. Figure 9 shows the final
metric: performance gained for every unit of energy spent,
which is effectively a measure of a network’s efficiency.
This metric is calculated by multiplying the network exe-
cution time by the energy spent (plotted as the inverse so
that values greater than 1 indicate a better performance per
energy). The numbers are shown relative to the electronic
mesh.

The benchmarks with small messages perform poorly on
photonic networks, as seen in Figure 9 (a). Although net-
work speedup is reasonable for some photonic networks in
Figure 7, and energy gains are achieved for some photonic
networks in Figure 8, the overall network performance is

not improved over the electronic mesh when message sizes
are small.

However, as shown in Figures 9 (b) and (c), the pho-
tonic networks’ energy efficiency improvement over the
electronic mesh for traces with large message sizes is am-
plified by the gains in both speedup and energy, resulting
in improvements of over 20×. This benefit is realized over
a variety of communication patterns, including two of the
real applications, which demonstrates the possible appeal
of on-chip photonics for many classes of applications.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This work compares the performance and energy char-
acteristics of electronic and photonic NoCs using a suite of
synthetic communication benchmarks as well as traces from
SPMD-style scientific applications on a detailed simulation
framework. We show that a hybrid NoC has the poten-
tial to outperform electrical NoCs in terms of performance,
while mitigating the power/energy issues that plague elec-
tronic NoCs when the communications are sufficiently large
to amortize the increased message latency. For messaging
patterns with small messages and high connectivity, the cur-
rent photonic network design does not perform as well as an
electronic mesh, although parameter searches may mitigate
this by sizing queues and message size cutoffs to enable
better performance in the selective approach.

The comprehensive and detailed level of simulation as
well as the range of applications and topologies investi-
gated achieves interesting results that are not possible using
a higher level analysis. These observations will be impor-
tant in guiding future CMP engineers who seek to design
an interconnect architecture that does not become the bot-
tleneck for performance or energy. As future architectures
scale to even higher concurrencies, the power requirements
and performance benefits of photonic interconnects will be-
come increasingly attractive.

Although these results have addressed some questions
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about how different applications would behave on different
NoCs, it also raises a number of concerns that will lead to
important future studies. This work focuses completely on
the interconnection network and does not account for data
transfer onto the chip from DRAM, nor does it account for
computing performance. Furthermore, it is not clear how
the performance and energy consumption of the networks
fit into overall system performance and energy, and how
communication can be overlapped with computation more
efficiently. These experiments are currently being pursued
for future work.

Alternative topologies for both electronic and photonic
networks must also be explored. Photonic network archi-
tectures that exhibit less blocking under heavy loads have
been proposed in related work, and will be examined in
detailed future studies. Many methods of improving elec-
tronic interconnect performance are also emerging that may
substantially change the comparison between photonic and
electronic NoCs.

A key contribution of our work was the focus on SPMD
style applications found in the scientific community. Al-
though many elements of these algorithms are finding their
way into consumer applications such as realistic physics for
games, and image processing kernels, future studies will
also explore applications with more asynchronous commu-
nication models. We plan to make a deeper examination of
the differences between message passing and shared mem-
ory applications and how they interact with both photonic
and electronic networks characteristics. All of these refine-
ments will be subjects for future work, using the foundation
presented in this paper.
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